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Abstract 

To deal with the issues like existing common data sparseness in weibo social network 

and the phenomena of cold start, this paper puts forward a two-stage clustering based 

on the recommendation algorithm GCCR. The algorithm firstly selects users’ focused 

nodes which have higher number, so as to extract a dense subset of sparse data, and by 

using the method of graph paper, similar concerned interested core clustering is formed 

to this dense subset. Then, it is extracted that weibo content features of seed clustering 

and the whole data set other users. Then the entire user group is clustered based on 

content similarity. Finally the clustering results are used in subject recommendation. 

Through clustering the two phases of dense data subset and the whole data set, the 

clustering effect of extreme sparse data sets are improved. At the same time, because of 

fuzziness of graph clustering, this thesis retains a certain diversity in the process of user 

interest clustering, so as to avoid convergence too fast when cold start. This method is 

verified through the real social network data, and the experimental results show that 

this algorithm can effectively solve the problems such as data sparseness and cold start 

phenomenon.  
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1. Introduction 

Social network shows the trend of rapid development with the popularity of Internet 

users, not only the number of users with explosive growth, but also its service form is 

also changing rapidly. In recent years, a large number of new social networking 

services constantly emerging, of which weak relationship between social network 

service of represented by sina weibo at home both and Facebook at abroad is becoming 

a major form of social network [1-3].Different from the traditional social network, due 

to the unidirectional of the weak relationship, based on the nodes of social network of 

weak relationship (that is, a one-way relationship) presents obvious heterogeneity 

characteristics, including a large number of users in a natural man as major body node 

(e.g., "zhangsan") and in the media, institutions and various sources as the main theme 

node (e.g., "the weather of Beijing", "south weekend", "popular video", etc.). Among 

them, the user nodes, usually as a message subscriber, one-way attention to a large 

number of topics node, the one-way subscription relationship, often based on the user 

tendency of interest for different types of theme; at the same time the user node often 

form a two-way relationship with other users, this is usually based on the user's real 

social relations [4-6]. 
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In this paper, the problem is in heterogeneous social networks of weibo classes, 

recommend topics node to the user (i.e. subscription recommendation), and deal with 

social networking data sparseness and cold start scenario which are common exist. To this, 

this paper puts forward a kind of the theme recommended method GCCR based on the 

user clustering of two stages. First, select the user focus in the higher number of nodes, so 

as to extract a dense subset of sparse data, using the method of graph paper, dense subset 

formed concerned interested in similar core clustering. Then, extract Weibo content 

features of seeds clustering and a data set focus other users, based on content similarity 

clustering to the entire user group, finally the clustering results used in theme 

recommended. 

Through two-stage clustering process of the dense data subset and the whole data set, 

improve the clustering effect of extreme sparse data sets. At the same time, because of 

fuzziness of graph clustering, can retain certain diversity in the process of user interest 

clustering, so as to avoid convergence too fast when cold start. This paper conducted the 

development and innovative work mainly in the following aspects:  

(1)Micro blogging social network based on weak relationship has obvious 

heterogeneous characteristic, according to the characteristics, the nodes can be divided 

into user (subscribers) and topic (publishers), user-oriented recommended the interest 

subjects become one of the main goals of information system in the social network, at the 

same time this kind of social network’s phenomena of data sparseness and cold start has 

become the main problems in the recommendation system. This paper puts forward a kind 

of recommendation algorithm based on a two-stage clustering. The algorithm firstly select 

user focus on the higher number of nodes, so as to extract a dense subset of sparse data, 

the method of using graph paper, dense subset formed core clustering of concerned 

interested similarity. Then, extracting Weibo content features of seeds clustering and a 

data set focus other users, based on content similarity clustering to the entire user group, 

finally the clustering results used in theme recommended. Through clustering the dense 

data subset and the whole data set into two phases, improve the clustering effect of 

extreme sparse data sets. At the same time, because of kind fuzziness of graph clustering, 

can retain certain diversity in the process of user interest clustering, so as to avoid 

convergence too fast when cold start. 

(2)In order to further verify the correctness and effectiveness of recommendation 

algorithm proposed in this paper based on a two-stage clustering, this method through the 

real social network data is verified, and analyzes various parameters’ influence on the 

recommended effect. Compared with the traditional recommendation method based on the 

content, the algorithm can produce higher quality’s recommended result across categories; 

it comes from the fuzzy clustering generated by the algorithm in this paper. And the 

method based on content in the case of lack of more subject categories, has extremely low 

recommend diversity, lead to rapid convergence recommendation results. 

 

2. GCCR Framework 

GCCR (Graph - the Content Clustering Recommendation) algorithm is designed to 

social networks based on users’ weak relationship degree interest in the different themes, 

recommend theme content which might like by users. Through the analysis from users - 

theme preference matrix and its own published Content reflects the user preference 

information, and the comprehensive utilization, improve the recommended effect on 

sparse data sets. At the same time using the class ambiguity of the algorithm, to ensure the 

diversity of recommended under the cold start conditions. GCCR main steps including 

pretreatment, core Clustering, all user clustering, themes recommend phase, the main 

process is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. GCCR Main Processes 

(1) Preprocessing stage. Select the collection of core users that interest vector non-zero 

value ratio is greater than the density threshold  . According to the corresponding interest 

vector of core users extract dense sub-matrix of the original interest matrix. 

(2) Core clustering stage. According to the subscription relationship form by core 

users’ interest matrix to Figure the calculation diagram, using the iterative process to 

generate the core cluster ambiguity and independence constraint.  

(3) All users clustering stage. Using the core clustering generated in the previous step, 

extract the core content feature vector of clustering, and extract weibo content feature 

vector published by the non-core users, according to similarity constant iteration of the 

content feature vector, non-core user will be added to the existing cluster set, until finish 

the clustering of all users. 

(4) According to the result of clustering, and similarity of the clustering and class 

interest characteristics of each user, generated recommended vector within the class 

members, at the same time, according to different themes’ interest differences between 

different clustering, forming across class recommendation vector, the comprehensive 

sequencing of the results as the final recommendation results. 

In the implementation process recommendation algorithm, the training data set carries 

out (1) ~ (3) offline calculation generated clustering results and class interest vector, for 

any new users, only need to go on cluster calculation in (3) and the recommendation 

process. (4) Through the separation of offline and online processing operations as far as 

possible, it can make the algorithm achieve a higher recommend online calculation. 

 

3. Two Stages’ Users Clustering Topic Recommendation Algorithm 
 

3.1. Problem Modeling 

(1) For N users, M theme, respectively for the user set  1 2, ,..., ny y y y with theme set 

 1 2, ,... mh h h h . For each user UI, have corresponding interest vector  1 2, ,...i mr k k k , all 

users’ interest vector may constitute a interest matrix M of N M , for existing users 

subscribe to the relationship between the UI and theme jh , corresponding element 

0ijk , represent the user UI’s interest degree to the subject s j, if there is no subscription, 

the corresponding 0ijk  . 

(2) Interest Figure Gm based on interest matrix m can be expressed as a directed 

graph  ,D V E , V  for collection of users and theme nodes: 
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V Y h   

E for collection of subscribing relationship: 

  , , , 0i j i j ijE e y h y y h h k    

(3) For each user UI, define its interest density value des (UI) as the proportion of zero 

in the interest vector
iv , so the user 

iy  of  ides y is greater than the density threshold   

(usually 10%) is defined as the core. Then the core users set can be defined as  

  ' ,i i iy y y y des y    

Interest matrix is constructed by the core user interest vector for dense sub-matrix 'm , 

based on the dense sub-matrix can construct Figure Gm 'core interests. 

 

3.2. Core Clustering 

(1) through the dense interest matrix m ' constructing core interest Figure Gm 'S (V, E) 

in core user set 'y and theme collection S, a set of clustering set Clus on the user set 'y  

can be expressed as the user clustering ic  collection, including: 

1

' , , ,
n

i i i j
i

y y c c and i j c c


       

For each theme
js , we define the participation set of

ic : 

    ,
js i i jE c y y c and y s R    

So participation 
ijq  meet: 
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ic and js are called " Clustering 
ic  strong focus on the theme of js  

(2) Define the user clustering 'ic s  ijAmb  on the main topic of the js :  
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Which can be defined as 
ic  collection for subject S  ambiguity : 
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The exponential here is to ensure that changes linearly ambiguity with the clustering of 

global growth trend. 

(3) User clustering 'ic s  interest degree is defined as 3 on theme js  
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The ic  class interest vector on the theme set s  is 

 1 2, ,...,i i i imcv ca ca ca  
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Each nonzero component corresponds to a strong focus on relationship. With different 

user clustering on the theme set S interest vector distance from each other; to measure the 

clustering results reflect user community interest difference degree. The interest distance 

between two clusters using cosine distance: 

 
.

,
.

i j

i j

i j

cv cv
diff c c

cv cv
  

A set of clustering Clus on the user set 'y for theme collection 's s  difference index 

 
,

,
i j

i j

c Clus c Clus
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3.3. All User Clustering 

After getting user core clustering 
imiks , we need to extract the core clustering and 

non-core content feature vector. 

For the users
iy , published weibo for OriginTweet

is , its first to the original weibo data 

preprocessing, such as removing the emoticons in weibo, remove the "@" someone's 

information, and so on, to get users to post the plain text weibo content Tweet 
is . 
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Figure 2. Interest Figure Contrast Before and After Clustering 

Define the feature vector of user 
iy  is 

iyv ,  
iy iv Tweet s . Core clustering 

jClus characteristic vector for jVClus , have  j mVClus Tweet s ， m jy Clus . 

We adopt the improved edit distance algorithm to calculate the characteristic vector 

similarity, edit distance was originally used to measure the similarity between the strings, 

and using the single character as the basic computing unit, in order to make it more 

suitable for Chinese sentences with semantic similarity calculation, the algorithm used a 

single word in automatic segmentation of a sentence, as the basic editor unit. In addition 

algorithm considering the edit operation cost and sentence length influence on similarity, 

put forward the new block switching operation, and according to the semantic similarity 

between words gives different weight to different editing operations, under the premise of 

not using semantic disambiguation and syntactic analysis, semantic information both the 

sentence structure and vocabulary.   

For the users iy , we use the improved edit distance algorithm to calculate he and all his 

core clustering jClus similarity imijs , if the maximum is imiks , the user UI join the 

clustering kClus . After all of its non-core user added to the corresponding clustering, can 

get to all users clustering GClus .  

 

3.4. Recommend Stage 

Get full user clustering GClus , can calculate theme set S class’ interest vector in each 

user clustering
ic : 

 1 2, ,...,i i i imcv ca ca ca  
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All the class interest vector of clustering may constitute a kind of interest matrix m, for 

the zero value, using the Slope One algorithm to predict. Defined average interest 

deviation between theme 
is  and

js . 

,

i

ki kj

i j

c GClus

ca ca
dev

GClus


   

So for any zero component, all can be predicted by the following formula which ica


 

is for the average value of each component of vector
icv , 1M   is under the situation 

when I j , 
jdev , I value is zero 

,

1

1
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i j

i

j i
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The zero filled with predictive value in original vector, get forecast interest vector 'CV , 

sorting for each component interest value, for each user, except it is already the subject of 

attention, interest in the rest of the theme in accordance with the Top - K value is 

recommended. In practice, we usually take K  value for the user has concerned topics or 

half that number. 

In the case of online recommendation, first of all, need to recommend the user, you can 

extract the content characteristic vector and use the process of classification in all users 

clustering process, the user assigned to the appropriate clustering, using the predictive 

vector 'CV  of clustering to the recommendation. You can see, the whole process, in 

addition to user classification process need real-time calculation, the user clustering and 

interest value prediction can be directly used in advance after offline processing results. 

The computational complexity of online recommendation is only related to the user 

clustering number, and user clustering number is very limited in the actual case, it also 

ensures the online recommendations efficiency of the algorithm. For the result of 

clustering and recommended, the need in the new user increased to a certain number and 

obvious impact on the interest distribution adjustment. 

 

4. Experiment and Analysis 
 

4.1. Data Set 

Despite the research content of this article is based on an existing user - topics of 

interest numerical matrix, but we cannot directly get this interest in quantitative index on 

the real data set. Therefore we need to build the a measure of user interest index in the 

experiment,  although this has nothing to do with the algorithm’s description in this 

article, for the sake of performance experiment, the effect of this work is necessary. 

Use "users expect review rate" to describe the interest degree of user in the topic, its 

significance in weibo system can be understood as a user on a particular topic comment 

content or forwarded by the probability of potential, the index turn after with users itself 

evaluation of rate regulation, approximate probability formula can use the following 

conditions: 

 
 

   
 

 
 

.

. ( )

q r R q r q R r q R r
a

q r q R q r q R
    

Among them, the  q R  for probability from reading to the subject R ,  q R r  

forward for users, comments from the content of the theme of R probability, more than 

two probability can be used approximate the statistical results of the experimental data set. 

In the following discussion, use the interest value measurement as the basis. 

Experimental data are grabbed through open platform of sina weibo and API. Because 

there are a mass of users information in the social network, simple random fetching nodes 
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can lead to the experimental data too sparse, also cannot reflect the weak relationship in 

the structure features of the social network. Therefore, we use the way of generating 

interest Figure in the network of sina weibo to simulate the formation process of online 

community based on weak relation step by step, with the opening of the seed users, thus 

obtains local samples of the heterogeneous social network features. Main processes are: 

(1) 5 ~ 10 nodes adjacent or close to the user as a seed.  (2) For each iteration, with the 

method of depth priority, crawl users nodes adjacent with the current users; Or with the 

method of breadth first, grasp the current theme section of the user's attention points. (3) 

According to the average ratio of user nodes and theme nodes, to adjust the proportion of 

two kinds of grab in the process of iteration. (4) according to the crawled users set and 

theme set, obtain detailed attention, forward, review data, according to the formula above, 

calculate "user expectations review rate", the end user - topic interest matrix is obtained. 

In this experiment, much attention are grabbed - interest groups of different matrix. 

The final experimental results are the average values of various experimental data. Of 

which, each set contains about 500 users, 50 theme and nearly 20000 weibo content. 

Experiment implementation by Python and Java code. The code runs on the MacBook Pro 

Mc990, Python version 2.7 , the JDK version1.7 . 

Reference of algorithm is checked as: (1) Collaborative Filtering recommendation 

algorithm based on Top - K similar (Collaborative-Filtering CF); (2) based on K  

neighbor recommendation algorithm of topic Content (Content-based) similarity. The 

control algorithm of machine learning based on open source libraries Apache Mahout and 

implementation. The Collaborative-Filtering algorithm Collaborative Filtering for 

user-based, user similarity computing using Pearson correlation coefficient, the final 

recommendation results use the Top-K recommended. In the Content-based algorithm, the 

similarity of theme calculates with the Chinese sentence similarity. In the experiment, we 

will use half of theme as the training set, and the other half theme will be carried out 

experiment as a test set. 

 

4.2. Recommended Effect 

In the experiment, several algorithms under the condition of facing sparse data sets, its 

ability to produce recommendations results are different, Table 1 shows the different data 

sparseness degree cases, several kinds of algorithm will have the largest number of 

recommended results contrast (in this experiment we limit the maximum recommended 

amount shall not exceed the number of non zero interest value test set). 

Table 1. Comparison of the Number of Recommended Results 

Sparsity/% 

 

Required to be 

recommended number 

Actual recommended number / required to be recommended number/% 

CF,Top-5 CF,Top-10 Content-based GCCR 

5.56 727 7.2 39.9 16.5 99.5 

6.77 640 8.3 42.0 18.4 99.6 

8.64 522 8.4 43.9 20.9 100.0 

11.81 170 8.9 45.8 19.01 100.0 

 

Obviously, in the case of extreme sparse data, CF and the method based on content 

cannot produce enough recommend result, the recommended ability of GCCR method is 

little influenced by the data sparseness. 

Then, we compared several algorithms accuracy and recall rate under the optimal 

parameters. We always take the focus number of recommended number is equal to the 

number of training focus, for the CF and the Content - -based algorithm, we take Top - k 

number for 10. Accuracy can be expressed as the ratio of the number of recommend hits 

and the total recommended amount, the recall rate can be expressed as ratio of 
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recommended hit number and the focus number in test set. Figure 3 (a) shows the 

recommend accuracy of the algorithm under the different levels of data sparseness. 

As you can see, in the case of the extreme data sparseness (density is lower than 10%), 

the accuracy of the collaborative filtering algorithm is worst, gradually ascending when 

the density is more than 10%. The recommended method based on content is not sensitive 

to sparse data, but accuracy maintained at high level. GCCR algorithm can maintain high 

recommend accuracy under the extreme condition that the data are sparse, and the data 

density increase can also gradually increase, this has to do with this algorithm’s 

realization of data intensive in the process of Figure. Thus, under the scenario of this kind 

of micro blogging heterogeneous network, due to the prevalence of sparse data (usually 

less than 10%), GCCR has significant improvement compared with the traditional 

method. 

Figure 3 (b) shows the contrast between recall rates of different algorithms. As you can 

see, GCCR algorithm in sparse data set, the recall rate remain in a stable high. While the 

CF and Content - -based method, are greatly influenced by the data sparseness sex, have 

poor recommended the quantity and quality, of which the Content - -based method make 

the recall rate is very low due to the small number of produce recommendation results. 

In order to better compare recommendation quality of algorithm, we introduce the 

measureF and MAP  (Mean Average Precision) two index. Among them, the 
measureF  

harmonic Mean for accuracy and recall rate, the higher this value is, the better 

comprehensive performance of the recommend algorithm is: 

 

2. .
measure

precision recall
F

precision recall



 

At the same time, the recommendation results’ MAP  of a user group produced can be 

defined for AP (Average Precision)’ Average value of each user recommendation results, 

the higher the value, suggests that the better the overall recommend quality of 

recommendation algorithm: 

 
1

y

k

AP k

MAP
Y




 

The AP value indicates that the average accuracy of the result of the recommendation 

from a user. Three algorithms’ measureF  value and MAP  respectively as shown in Figure 

3(c) and is shown in Figure 3 (d). 

 

(a) Recommendation Accuracy       (b) Recommend Recall Rate 
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(c) Recommendation Algorithm 
measureF  Value (d) Recommendation Algorithm MAP 

Values 

Figure 3. Recommended Effect of Three Kinds of Algorithm 

As you can see, GCCR algorithm has a larger advantage, no matter on the 

recommended comprehensive performance and recommends quality. 

 

4.3. Diversity 

50 topics are divided into text, fashion, jokes, information and other 16 categories by 

us through the manual annotation. Due to the cold start scenarios, new users usually focus 

on the limited topic, thus the interest scope may only reflect in several categories of 

subject, recommendation algorithm in order to avoid too quick convergence, we hope that 

we can produce more diversified recommended result within a certain range, so as to 

improve the recommended possibility of cross category. We will train the attention of a 

category subject which does not exists concentrate and generate the recommendation 

definition of the category subject as "recommended across categories, at the same time, 

such recommendation results called "across the category" in the hit of a test set. 

In the experiments, through targeted deletion in the training data set on one or several 

kind of theme attention information, to simulate the characteristics of the data under cold 

start scene, to test the algorithm’s ability of across class recommendation. Table 2 shows 

a set of results in the experiment. 

Table 2. Across Class’s Recommendation Results 

Algorithm Removed 

number of 

categories 

Recommended 

number 

Recommended 

number of 

cross-category 

Number of hits 

 

Number of 

cross-category 

hit 

Content-based 1 272 72 60 22 

2 186 100 49 36 

3 135 89 40 28 

GCCR 1 746 104 323 43 

2 982 198 329 81 

3 1261 216 277 85 
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GCCR algorithm in simulation of the cold start scenarios, generating cross class 

recommended quantity and quality are significantly better. 

In Figure 4, we adopt the product of the across recommended 
measureF  value and overall 

recommendation result 
measureF  in recommendation results to measure diversity of 

recommendation. 

GCCR
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Figure 4. Recommend Diversity Comparison 

Compared with the traditional recommendation method based on content, GCCR can 

produce across categories’ recommendation result of higher quality, it comes from the 

fuzzy clustering by generated the GCCR. And the method based on content in the case of 

lack of more subject categories, has extremely low recommend diversity, lead to rapid 

convergence recommendation results. 

 

4.4. Influence of Various Parameters on the Effect of Recommendation 

Ambiguity and Diversity Index 

Ambiguity is one of among the members of the cluster, for subject degree of attention 

to the differences of measurement, expressed in 
mbA . We can see in Figure 5, the current 

global fuzzy degree of clustering results decreased with the increase of the number of 

clustering, this is because when clustering become small, it will be easier to form a strong 

focus on relationships. At the same time, the overall effect of the recommendation 

algorithm improved with the decrease of ambiguity, and with the increase of density of 

data set, the gap is more obvious. When clustering number too much, however, the 

accuracy recommendation will be reduced, this is due to too small clustering makes 

interest become sparse matrix. 
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Figure 5. Recommend Accuracy under different Fuzzy Degree 

Difference index reflects average interest difference degree between clustering, it 

increases with the increase in the number of clustering, we can see in Figure 6, with the 

increase of diversity index, with DVST represents. The diversity of recommended effect 

gradually reduced. Clustering, at a number of 10, 0.769DVST  is the minimum value, 

the more the recommendation diversity, when clustering number is 81, DVST has the 

minimum value, the smaller clustering makes recommended diversity decreased 

significantly at this time. This can be understood as the interest differences increases 

between clustering, clustering internal interest more consistent, produce recommendations 

of across categories is more difficult. 

 

The number of 
clustering 10 dust=0.524
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Figure 6. Recommend Diversity Under different Diversity Index 

From the experiment results above, choosing the optimal number of clustering, 

recommend diversity and accuracy need to be considered at the same time. The influence 

of more fuzzy clustering number is that each cluster degree is reduced, while improves the 

accuracy of recommendation narrowed the prediction range of interest, thus reducing the 

possibility of producing recommendation across class. On the contrary, the less the 

number of clustering can provide a wider recommendation scope, thus improve the 

recommendation effect of cold start. As a result, the number of clustering depends on the 

recommended requirements. In practice, in the absence of a clear tendency, we choose the 

clustering result which makes the product between diversity index and the fuzzy degree 

reaches the maximum value. 

Relation Intensity Threshold σ 

 defining strong focus on relationships minimum coverage in a cluster,   values 

determines the confidence degree of clustering interest in the process of clustering. When 

we need presumptive a clustering is interested in a particular subject, if the greater the σ 

value is, the need more members meet in such the attention to this topic. If the smaller the 

σ value is, for clustering decision condition is loosening. Figure 7 shows the σ value 

influence on predicting accuracy. 

 define strong focus on relationships’ minimum coverage in a cluster, such as Tian 

makes  value is 0.5, and in GCCR implementation, facing of more sparse data sets, the 

relative ease strong relation judgment conditions (optimum when the 0.5  ), and makes 

the cluster formed by the Figure has more than zero interest value, which can achieve 

better recommendation results. But when there are low intensity threshold, the cause of 

the recommended effect decline is the class interest for judgment is too fuzzy. 
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Figure 7. Recommendation Accuracy Under different σ Values 

5. Conclusion 

In order to solve the data sparse and cold start problem that exist in the weibo 

heterogeneous social network, the recommendation algorithm GCCR based on the 

diagram, similar in content and hybrid clustering is proposed in this paper in this paper, 

GCCR in extremely sparse data sets with high accuracy, at the same time, under the 

scenarios of cold start can provide diversity of recommended results, thus to avoid the 

problem of recommended results fast convergence. Finally, the effect of the algorithm is 

verified by real data sets, and the influence of various parameters on the recommendation 

results is analyzed. 
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